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Weekly Economic Review
Alberta employment recovering as COVID‑19 restrictions continue to ease

Employment
Service sector employment rebounds 

With Alberta’s economy continuing to open up, the labour 
market is slowly recovering. The province added over 91,000 
jobs in June, following a gain of 28,200 in May. The majority of 
the increase was in full‑time employment and in those service 
sectors hardest hit by the COVID‑19 containment measures, 
including trade, healthcare and social assistance, and 
accommodation and food services (Chart 1). The construction 
sector also rebounded and drove the rise in the goods sector 
employment, while all other goods sector industries continued 
to languish. Despite the job gains, the unemployment rate 
remained unchanged at 15.5% in June, due to more people 
looking for work. Overall, the province recovered about a third 
of the total jobs lost in March and April. Nationally, the country 
recovered over 40%. 

Housing Starts
Housing starts continue to fall

Housing starts in Alberta fell for the third month in a row 
to the lowest level since mid‑2009. They were down 23% 
month‑over‑month (m/m) in June to a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 14,782 units. The monthly decline was led by 
apartments and row, with semi‑detched ticking up while single 
starts continued to ease. After spiking in March, starts have 
declined by 55%, with a broad‑based pullback across all types 

and regions. Housing starts were down 10% year‑to‑date 
(YTD). Meanwhile, housing starts in the rest of the country 
rebounded; however, they remained down 1.8% YTD.

Rigs Drilling
Weak seasonal gain

Drilling activity in Alberta remains weak, despite the recent 
pickup in global crude oil prices. There were 11 rigs actively 
drilling for oil and gas in June, up from 9 in the previous month. 
Despite the uptick, the rig count fell well short of the typical 
June seasonal gain of 22 rigs in the last five years. It also 
remained over 80% down compared to last year. After a strong 
start to the year, rigs drilling dropped 19% YTD.

Crude Oil Production 
Crude production drops

The output of crude oil continued to fall in May amid 
production shut‑ins caused by a decline in petroleum demand 
due to COVID‑19. Alberta crude oil production was down 
6.6% m/m to 2.9 million barrels per day, the lowest level since 
April 2017. With the third consecutive monthly decrease, 
output declined by 21% from February, led by sharp 
double‑digit pullbacks in bitumen (‑27%) and conventional oil 
(‑32%). Overall, average daily production dipped 2.6% YTD.

Business Outlook Survey 
National business sentiment plummets

Canadian business sentiment fell sharply in the second quarter 
of 2020 due to the global pandemic. The Bank of Canada’s 
Business Outlook Survey indicator fell to ‑7.0, down from 
‑0.5 in the first quarter. The negative business sentiment was 
widespread, with weak future sales expectations, a pullback 
in capital spending, and muted, but positive, employment 
intentions indicator. The drop was moderated by government 
support for businesses and expectations of a quick rebound in 
operations. The decline was significant, but not as deep as the 
lows seen during the 2008‑09 global financial crisis.

Source: Statistics Canada

CHART 1: RECOVERY CONCENTRATED IN INDUSTRIES 
HARDEST HIT BY PANDEMIC
Change in employment by select industries since April 2020 

Recovery concentrated in industries hardest hit by pandemic
Change in employment by select industry since April 2020

Source: Statistics Canada
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